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No. A-li|. SOIL ENGINEERING IN THE TENNESSEE VALLEY

Evan W. Vaughan, Norris, Tennessee, Tennessee Valley Authority

Ij8 A -ll| .

Introduotion. The series of dams under construction or soheduled for construction by the Tennessee Valley 

Authority on the Tennessee River between Knoxville, Tennessee and Paducah, Kentuoky are combination oon- 

orete and earth structures. The ooncrete structures built aoross the river ohannel inolude the spillway, 

lock, and power house intake. These structures are founded on rock. The earth structures built on the 

flood plain between the concrete structures and the dam abutments are founded on earth.

The soil mechanics laboratory was established for the purpose of studying the earth structures and 

their foundations together with any other earth structures incidental to the main dams, as auxiliary dikes 

and highway fills. This paper covers the equipment and methods used by the laboratory in these studies.

Space for soil testing was available in the hydraulio laboratory building at Norris, Tennessee.

Work on design of equipment and planning of tests was begun in July, 1935*

Before the establishment of the laboratory at Norris, the soil tests for Pickwick Landing Dam were 

made in a laboratory at the site. Since July, 1935 the Norris laboratory has been conducting all soil 

tests for new projects. To date the projects oovered have been Guntersville and Chickamauga Dams and 

the preliminary foundation investigations fer- the Paducah projeot.

Sampling is done by the personnel of the various projects acoording to the instructions of the 

laboratory. Samples are taken according to the type of tests desired. Undisturbed samples are always 

taken for foundation studies while loose samples are taken of material for use in fills and for classi

fication purposes. Undisturbed samples are obtained from open pits or dry borings by means of a soil 

sampler developed by the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Description of Laboratory. The laboratory occupies approximately 1+00 square feet of floor space in the 

hydraulic laboratory building at Norris, Tennessee. Equipment includes! work benoh for handling 

samples, drying oven, sieve shaker and sieves, Bouyoucos hydrometers and hydrometer cylinders, disper

sion maohines and cups, laboratory balance, speoifio gravity flasks, consolidation equipment, shear test 

apparatus, permeameter, and compaction equipment.

In designing the equipment for testing undisturbed samples it was deoided that a minimum of handl

ing would be neoessary if the inside diameters of consolidation cylinders and the shear soil box were the 

same as the inside diameter of the sampling tube. The designs were made accordingly.

The drying oven, sieve shakers, sieves, Bouyoucos hydrometers and oylinders, dispersion apparatus, 

balance, and speoifio gravity flasks are all standard equipment and are familiar to all engaged in soil 

work. They need not be disoussed further in this paper.

Apparatus for making consolidation tests consists of two parts, a device for confining the soil 

sample oalled the consolidation cylinder and a machine for applying and measuring the load on the sample. 

The consolidation cylinder used by the laboratory is similar to that developed by Professor Casagrande 

and oonsists essentially of a heavy bronze retaining ring, stone filters above and below the sample and 

provision for drainage of the water squeezed out during consolidation. The loading machine is a hand 

operated compression test machine of 2000 pound capaoity.

Similarly, the shear test equipment consists of two parts, a soil box and a loading maohine. The 

soil box is made in two parts, one fixed to the frame of the loading maohine, the other free to move 

with respect to the first part under the action of unbalanced horizontal forces. These foroes are ap

plied direotly through a oable attached to the movable part of the box. The loading machine is identi

cal in principle with that used in the consolidation test.

Permeability tests are made in a permeameter having both oonstant and variable head features. A 

constant head tank that oan be raised or lowered to give varying heads supplies the water to the soil 

oylinders for testing pervious soils. Impervious soils are tested using the variable head attachment.

This consists of a burette mounted on the frame of the permeameter. The head is measured by means of a 

point gage and vernier. Six tests can be run simultaneously. Permeability tests are also made on con

solidation samples, using the burette and point gage attachment.

Compaction tests are made using standard compaction equipment.

Testing Methods. The use to whioh test results are to be put determines the kind of tests made. For 

dam foundations, consolidation, shear, and permeability tests are made on undisturbed samples. Hy

draulic fill material is tested in the remolded state for bonsolidation, shear, and permeability. Rol

led fill material is tested in the remolded state for compaction, shear, consolidation, and permeability. 

General tests for classification purposes are made for all soils.

Mechanical analyses are made by the combined sieve and hydrometer method. Sieves are used down to

0.074 ™  size and Bouyouoos hydrometers are used for grain sizes below .07U mm. A sufficient number of 

soils 1b tested from eaoh looality to completely classify all the soils in the region covered by the 

test pits and borings. The United States Bureau of Chemistry and Soils Classification is used.

In all oases a sufficient number of samples are tested to give a reasonably complete picture of the 

soil characteristics of the region involved.

Although the laboratory is p r i T n a . r i . 1 y  for the practioal purpose of determining the suitability of 

various soils for construction purposes based on accepted methods of testing it does not overlook the 

possibilities of researoh of a more general nature.

Tests in Progress. The soil tests for Piokwiok Landing Dam were made at the site before the main la



boratory -was established at Norris*

Foundation and embankment studies are being made at the Norris laboratory for the Chick&mauga Dam 

near Chattanooga, Tennessee. These oover two earth dikes totalling approximately 4000 feet in length 

and about $0 feet in height.
Foundation studies are likewise being made of five sites in the lower Tennessee within 25 miles of 

Paduoah, Kentucky. These cover four sites on the Ohio River above Paducah and one on the Tennessee near 

Gilbertsville, Kentucky. Their purpose is to aid in selecting the best of the four Ohio River Sites and 

to determine the strength and settlement characteristics of the soil at the Gilbertsville site. 

Approximately 12 miles of highway fill in the Guntersville reservoir area are being studied.
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No. A-15 REPORT ON WORK OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS FOR A.S.T.M.

C. A. Hogentogler and W. Housel, Delegates to this Conference

Its Purpose and Work. The American Society for Testing Materials was organized in 1898 and formally in

corporated in 1902 as a national teohnioal sooiety. Its specific purpose is "the promotion of knowledge 

of the materials of engineering, and the standardization of specifications and the methods of testing.” 

This work is aooomplished in two ways: (l) through the presentation of scientific and technical data in 

the form of papers and discussionsj and (2) through the activities of its teohnical oommittees appointed 

to study the properties of various materials.

Membership. The members, which include representatives of most of the important industries of the 

oountry, can be roughly olassified into three groupss (l) producers of raw materials and semi-finished 

ftTiH finished produotsj (2) oonstuners of materials; and (3) a general interest group comprising engineers, 
scientists, eduoators, testing experts, research workers, and the like.

Standardization. Of special importance in A.S.T.M. work is standardization as applied to both methods 

of testing and speoifications for materials of engineering. The development of standard specifications 

and methods of testing is handled by some 60 standing committees comprised of outstanding experts of the 
country in their teohnical fields. The A.S.T.M. committee organization is^very well adapted to develop 

specifications, for each committee is made up of producers familiar with the limitations of the manu

facturing prooesses and consumers fully acquainted with the requirements and the various uses to which 

the material is put.

Before a proposed standard is finally adopted by the A.S.T.M. it must receive a rigorous examination 

in the committees, in industry, and by the Society as a whole. Constructive criticism is stimulated by 

publishing all proposed standards for a year or more as tentative in the Proceedings of the Society, which 

are issued annually and aggregate 1800 to 2000 pages.

By means of overlapping of both speoial projeots and personnel, and by official representation of 

other bodies upon A.S.T.M. committees, the work of the Society is well coordinated with that of other 

national Amerioan organizations, with a minimum of duplication of effort, since the aims of other organi

zations either are different from those of the Sooiety or are not as comprehensive in scope as related 

to the subject of engineering materials.

Thus, with respect to soils, the following four Amerioan organizations are engaged in work on vari

ous aspects of the subjeot: Society for the Promotion of Engineering Eduoation, Amerioan Society of 

Civil Engineers, American Association of State Highway Officials, and the Highway Researoh Board of the 

National Researoh Counoil. The Sooiety for the Promotion of Engineering Eduoation has to do primarily 

with the selection of the type of information to be included in college curricula. The American Society 

of Civil Engineers "was instituted in 1852, for the purpose of advancing engineering and architectural 

knowledge and praotice, maintaining a high professional standard among its members, enoouraging inter

course between men of practical soience, and establishing a central point of reference and union for its 

members.” While the purpose of the American Association of State Highway Officials is primarily for de

veloping standards, they are limited to those required in the construction of highways. The Highway 

Researoh Board, organized as a project of the Division of Engineering and Industrial Research of the 

National Researoh Counoil, is distinctly a research organization whose purpose is to provide a national 

olearing house for highway researoh activities and information.

The work of the Society in engineering soils began in 1933 with the formation, in the A.S.T.M. 

Committee D-4 on Road and Paving Materials, of a Subcommittee on Soils for Highway Purposes. As a re

sult of this committee’s work, there was published in the Prooeedings of the Sooiety for 1935 tentative 

standard methods for (l) surveying and sampling soils for use in place as subgrade for highways, (2) 

preparing soil samples as received from the field for mechanical analysis and the determination of the 

aubgrade soil oonstants, (3) meohonical analysis of soils, (4) test for liquid limit of 6oils, (5 ) test 
for plastic limit and plasticity index of 6oils, (6) test for centrifuge moisture equivalent of soils,

(7 ) test for field moisture equivalent of soils, and (8) test for shrinkage factor of soils. (See 
Proceedings, American Society for Testing Materials, Vol. 35» Part I, pp. 940-992 (1935)» Copies of 

these methods m y  be obtained by addressing Amerioan Society for Testing Materials, 260 S. Broad St., 

Philadelphia, Pa.)

In the spring of this year (193&) the Executive Committee of the Society approved the expanding of 

the Sooiety's activities in soils by authorizing the formation of a separate Standing Committee on Soils


